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Mono in .relative resistivity with depth* Because of this, 
knowledge of .distribution of potential alone will not give 
sufficient information for geologic interpretation»
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Zygimwt-Miter** worked out curves showing the effect 
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at lone could be made based on the position of the peaks of 
the curves*
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the relation which dipping strata has on the position of 
these
fnoif of m c r a  * m m
la the ease- of three medians of different resis­
tivity* the reflecting interfaces of which are not parallel* 
the images of a point source 1' do not 11# in a straight line# 
lastead, they lie  on the circumference of a eircl©# whose 
neater 1# at the hypothetical junction' of the two interfaces.
K, F. AXdredge* determined the relation which ojo* 
lets 'hetween the degree of IfdipB of the two interface# and 
the distance of the various images to the point at which po­
tential- is to he measured* fM# was developed for medium of 
resistivity f .* 
face of mediums £ and £ *
.is seen in Flat# 1* % w is' the perpendicular depth 
of the lower interface* I 1#. the position, of the point source 
of current. *r:
to- distinguish between those image# lying abor# 
the ground interface and those below the notation |foddtf and 
%iren** image# will be employed* those images below the ground 
interface will be termed ôdd** and those above "even1*.
the following relations deal only with the distance
%ldredge, E» P., the Effect of Dipping Strata on Barth 
fteslativitf B#t#rminations# thesis, lf*S*, ColoradoSehool 
of Mines* Ooldoa* Colorado* 105$*/ '
? and \  with the source at the inter-
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DISTRIBUTION of IMAGES
of the "odd” Images ©r those below the interface * the reason 
for this is apparent from the symmetrical die tribat ion of 
the images on the circle* the distance of any ttodd** image 
Is e«tnal to- the distance of the corresponding %vetf image *
S m &
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m m  odd
%  ~ I
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r-, a (" jsl* f R2 +• 4h{h « R Sin ©) ^
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Snmhan n£ SffiESl,
As previously pointed out, the Images of a source 
I are located on the circumference of a circle* If the angle
of dip is f , then the angle measured from the horizontal to 
the first image is S9, to second image 40, etc* Since the 
limit of the reflecting Interface la  at Its outcrop, the 
last possible image is at an angle of 90° from the horizon*'* 
t$l* Hence, Si * n cannot exceed 90°*
If n * number of lfoddn Images, the possible
becomes
ir
n = - X .  - ^
s o .  4 e
fwtstptf &Wt\ At* 1W€|iPaiTĴ1E3
In the more general case, both the land surface and 
the underlying surface, dips, and the perpendicular- distance, 
m  developed above, is hot the depth* fhe depth Is given hf 
the relation
where h1 * depth of lower interface*
h * perpendicular distance of lower interface«
0 *• angle of dip of lower interface*
daleulatlon of potential-drop curves will be based 
on perpendicular distance and later converted over to depth 
as a matter of comparison#
THB’OBQT
the potential of a point source of current' varies
m  the inverse prime power of distance* .Likewise, does the 
potential of each, image obey this law* It is to be remem­
bered, however, that the Intensity of any Image is a function 
of the intensity of the source, the reflection constant of 
the 'mediums at the interface, and the number of' times which 
the original source hm been reflected*





wtere ,v  rz, etc, are the dlstames of the various laagea 
to the point f*
I e * Intensity Of » .
# intensity ©f nth ttoddw image*
I„% M .nM ty «  oth image.
BRFISOTIOH COlSfiWlf AHI? IftBfSlfr OF IHA0BS
As previously noted, the intensity of any Image 
is -a function of the reflection constant, K. the reflect^ 
ion constant Is related to the resistivities of the mediums 
on either side of the Interface by the following function*
K « i-a---X
^ a "t ? b
where * resis*;̂v^y medium a#
^  » resistivity of medium b.
3& the problem at humd# the resistivity of medium 
nmn Is intimity# Hencef
-  °o * f
become©
the reflection constant for the lower Interface
*?»« Si 
$ 8 * fl
lenee#. the intensities of the images are t
*3, * % *  *1 * *%F4* *
lg * KgKgl • EgSI Ig * Kg2K1I * Eg%
In * KgE^,»».t * Egni xn a XgEg,...! »
It la seen from the aheve that the intensity' of 
the flevenw and f,oddff images are. identical*
Substituting these values in "the general expres­
sion for potential*. the following is obtainedi
S
v* rr -1 © / .. 4, . £̂0 \*0 ( *1 TZ FS *n '
where n * msmber of ''odd11 tmgea
b ( v ,L^^OUADO
Points &* 1* and 0* when separated by distance 
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la order that potentlsi«-drop ratios- my  be related 
to depth* iittrm mod th# m l a M m m
o »
b
fMa may be obtained in the above equations by 
-multiplying: the denominator by * fhe following values 
of potential then obtain i
TSm TT + 2 2!
m k
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let the denominators of the aeries expressions of 
%# %* and ¥q be A&* and ci> respectively# The poten­
tial drops are
TOT40 » n ^ n
^ - + e i  (^  - vc * r a
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It is to be noted that the values of M, B®, and 
are not each a single function for each value of m* Bor 
each value of n, ( f (Cos 8) takes on a now value* this may 
be seen to be true by referring to the expanded expressions 
for potential* page 7.
METHOD OF OALOHIATIOH
The above expression developed for potentlal-drop 
ratio involves three unique sories* Such a function does 
rot lend itself readily to simplification* Because of this# 
it is necessary to make the calculations is steps* the steps 
employed are*
1* Calculation of distance of images*
£. Calculation of potential*
3# Calculation of potential differences.
4* Calculation of ratio.of differences*
*
k% the outset of the work it was thought possible 
to eliminate the first calculation by employing a graphic 
method* To do'‘ this a large seal® drawing was made upon which 
it was possible to measure distances' of images directly* ¥mr- 
Ions control methods were used to give increased accuracyj 
however# the accuracy obtained was mot sufficient# and the 
graphic method was abandoned*
It was noted in plotting, curves based on measured 
distances, that the irregularity of the curves increased 
directly ms the distance* This is contrary to expectations 
sine© a small error in measurement of a large distance would 
have less effect on potential- than the same error of measure* 
ment in a shorter distance*
The reason for this becomes apparent when the 
norma! distribution of potential is considered* As the 
distance Increases the potential drops become less and 
less# Hence,, greater accuracy Is necessary as the distune* 
increases *
To obtain this accuracy* distances were calculated 
to three decimal places of the- arbitrary unit of measurement 
employed*. The maximum accuracy attainable by the graphic 
method was one decimal place*
Simplification of calculation was obtained by 
Choosing certain values of dip* the greatest symmetry and 
repetition of distances was found by using dip angle© of O0,
B°# X0df 20°, SO0* and f0°* By calculation of the image dis­
tance© of 5° dip, those of 10°, £O0# SO0, and 90° are obtained 
also*-
With this simplification, however, the perpendi­
cular distance to the reflecting horizon, increases with dip*
In order that comparison may be made between curve©, obtained 
from various 'value© of dip, the perpendicular distance should 
be a constant*
To standardise the depth, a certain correction factor 
was applied to the electrode distances. The correction factor 
is given by the following relation $
Correction Paolo* * _|§_
where bg « standard perpendicular distance*
h * actual perpendicular- distance of reflecting 
horiaon#
0&lenlation of Potential
The m m i m m  inflection obtainable in potential* 
drop ratio curve© results when K$ the reflection constant, 
is chosen equal to one* As the value of -& decreases# the 
amplitude of the peaks become less, approaching, in the limit­
ing case a straight line# Since, In this paper, It is import­
ant to determine the position of the peaks, calculation was 
based on. the value of E giving the maximum inflection*
Dipping strata limit the number of Images to a 
finite quantity m  contrasted to horizontal strata* This is 
seen from the relation of dip to total number of Images* It 
is
TTtotal maximum images *
Calculation of curves of 0° dip art based on po­
tential of the first six images*
Calculation qf
The potentials, as obtained 'in Step 0, of m j  two 
points are used to find the difference in potential of suc­
cessive points*
two types of electrode spreads are considered in 
these calculations giving rise to 'two sets of data,
fotential-drops obtained from electrodes having' a 
constant spread become smaller as the distance from- the 
source increases* This has a decided- -disadvantage in eel*
ouXation as prmtomtf pointed out#
F0i©ntlal<~&r©ps obtained from electrodes having 
sax expanding spread or eonstaut rati© of spread to electrode 
v'iistance tend to be., constant# Am the distance from the 
source becomes greater* the spread likewise becomes greaterj 
hence* the potentiml^dpop between the electrodes of any post** 
tlon Is -conoid©rabXf larger than the drop-.of a eorreepohting 
position with constant spread*
Calculation pf Potenti&l*Drop Ratio 
Potentlal-drop ratios were corrected bf the factor
homogeneous ground to a -straight line and when applied to 
other ratio curves makes comparison possible#
fhe correction for electrodes of a constant spread 
vary from- aero to unity* for an expanding system* the 
correction is a constant#,.
|| * fhis factor reduces the ratio curve obtained for
DISCUSS I OB' OF C O E m
Rasult# of some pirnsm of the calculations mm 
outlined on page 10 are plotted In the- fora of curves for 
clear presentation# From these curves certain conclusions 
have been drawn* and* likewise*, these results have been 
plotted*
Curves of potential distribution are .given for 
zero and five degree dips in order- that a. comparison may 
he made on the up and down-dip side of the point source .
Ho consideration is made .of the effect of dip on the po­
tential distribution because of the slight difference In­
volved. Potential distribution is little affected %  sub-** 
surface discontinuities of a planar nature and hence has 
little merit in quantitative determinations *
fhere is noted* however* a much smaller gradient 
of potential on the up**dip side near the point source*
This is due to the ^swinging under* of the -Images ms 'caused 
by the dip of the interface* When the potential of the 
Images alone Is considered* the point of maximum potential 
1© not at the point source but some distance from it on the 
up-dlp side# Hence* when the potential of the Images is 






ffee converse of the above holds on the down-̂ dip 
aide* linage distances ana greater,, and the resultant po* 
tenti&l curves', become .steeper near the point source*
Curves for potentlal-drop ratio are of two types, 
the first set developed, for a constant spread of the search 
electrodes, and the second for an expanding systea of search 
electrodes* In either ease, the curves are developed for 
electrodes which extend in the &own~dip direction*
It is of interest at this point to introduce the 
notion of "effective dip"* to establish a relation between 
dip and "effective dip'" 'the location of images with various 
positions of the point of observation must be considered* 
Images of a point source with reference to a re* 
fleeting plane are located on a normal to that plane from 
the point source extending through the surface and equidistant 
from it* the position of the point of observation does not 
alter the image location* Hence, it is seen that the location 
of the images as previously established for dipping strata is 
fixed regardless of the point of observation# Images will 
always lie on the circumference of'a circle, the plane of 
which is normal to- the strike of the strata under consider* 
at ion*
Iwo observers equidistant from a point source in 
the direction of strike will also_ be equidistant from any
Iwpfr# Btato* the itaplactmeni mi to# 
di*#p mite ptota t e »  too m m m %  p m i M m  of #' #lf will bo 
to ro  in  b o th  # tfto % i« iN
(from too & w w i poait-lon a t found 
.for &0 dip} to m &  diwoottim ototo tt» tint of tirite it 
a te w fe ito  o f a tte tto  o f ftwaa too oto-fto a n i too asHBi*
mm  fo w l In  too iiw c tte n  o f dip#- Qp
8 t <  8
w&to P * te mt$ aatmto*
6 o Mltai tototatotoftt*
6 # totasto te® atoSto#
flsi teiio#ing auttoo bow Woo oateni-ato# ter $&&* 
f i t e t  Im to# ptmm o f d ip * A ttto iio a  is  o s ii-to  to  the  
%usl# o f tto  ptoto In  both $&$$#*
flat# lit gtir## p̂ toî itt̂ drop ratio mmm ter a 
otootm %  ifrtail* fto iimimi$s§. to$&&toto jf«§#s' -tew-, it a 
r a t io  o f Q *toto# te to n tte l^ d ro ii mMt& te r  tm sxtoa4k
lag ifttem gimm m  fiat# If too#t in to m m&Smm
of .o*W&3&* "Of&oo topiiboto I# toto*aw$ teem a p m i m m k m  
ratio of maltf .a# ostobilttod-. by .bmpp̂ oto ir@t3fMt# It it 
goto  th a t a  o o iis -tiB t .ra tio  af&tom  g ive s  w siaM s- om plitudo« 
Ubi# is  .otottor tov&iitogo in fi#M petite* of too empm®Mm§ 
e lto tro to  # f# t«  over tto  ommtmt eprate
too oteotros# ay* ton te#t, haws * -dia«*













Curves of the expandlag system do not fall off m  rapidly 
af ter the peak, is reached as do those of the constant spread- 
system# In field practice It is important that sharp peaks 
a r e  o b t a in e d *
Displacement of the peaks in the case of a constant 
spread is towards the origin# whereas# the potential-drop 
ratio peak for i0# dip and expanding system shifts away from 
the origin*
Perpendicular Distance of .Strata
In order that a comparison may he made between the 
amount of displacement and dip# a ratio is formed between the 
displacement and perpendicular distance# The ratio is plotted 
for various values of dip*
Jfom Plates V and VI it Is seen that dip has a much 
greater effect on displacement using to expanding system of 
electrodes than using a constant .spread*
As previously Indicated# the shift of the 90° peak 
of constant ratio is- negative in direction to all others cal­
culated* intermediate points were not calculated -and# hence# 
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the relation developed on page 17 between.
% f  festive dip” and displacement, it is possible to- con­
struct curves showing the magnitude of this change, for 
various degrees of azimuth* Curves are plotted for 180° 
range of azimuth at intervals of 30°*
to it the displacement is negative or towards the origin.. 
This- would Cause an error in depth determination of a nega­
tive nature* the converse is true from TT to B tt *
m n t  of the potentia 1-drop ratio peaks * For 0° dip, the 
perpendicular distance of the underlying bed is given by 
the relation
where E » constant.-of proportionality*
x * distance of 0° peak from origin*
For any degree of dip other than zero, there is a certain 
amount of displacement as shown graphically on Plates 7 and 
VI* let the .displacement he denoted by n, then the calcul­
ated perpendicular distance becomes
ft is seen that for ail values of azimuth from 0
hipping, strata introduce two sources of error 
when not considered in depth determinations*
fhe first of these is introduced by the displace'
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Hi# following t&fclee- give percent s m r  of per* 
pen&teular distance of dipping strata to the point source 





























From Fiats 1 it is seen that the percent error tee 
to no consideration of dip is most pronounced in the ease of 
constant spread# It varies directly as the Sin 0 (I * dip 
angle)*
In contrast tc this the maximum error when an ex­
panding system is used probably occurs at 46^'dip* Hence,, 
the-error in this case varies directly as the sin of it* It 
is to be noted, however, that the curve between 30° and 90° 
is not based on any data other- than the values obtained for 
I #  and 90o*
the etc end error--is introduced fey the ms# of parpen--
\ #$dicular distance for depth* From the relation h1- 
in which h* * actual depth,.. 0 the angle of dip of the lower 
strata, it is seen that this error may range from aero to 
infinity#
Cmotm&W
it has been the object of this thesis to extend the 
work already done on potentlal-drop ratio determination to 
include dipping strata*, the greatest portion of the work in­
volved calculation of curves' based on the theory of Images* 
fhie theory, which may or may not fee subject to proof, was 
also the basis'" of calculation of previous works #,
r>
Ms may be seen fey Plate VII the effect of dip Is 
relatively' large and worthy of some consideration# $Me holds 
even in the case of small angles of dip# In particular,- this 
applies to a constant spread, system*
LIBRARY 





H o t #  $
Fotenti&X Is calculated in arbitrary units baaed 
cm a single power el#strode a perpendicular distance from 
th# lower, bed of 18*502 units* -Xm all calculations the re­
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Hefcet
All poteniial~drop ratios hm® hmn corrected bf 
the factor §-f| * *  of correction.
It is because of the ^uniformity of depth1* correction that 
the distances are not all m m  numbers. All ratio rallies
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Distance to Ratio Distance to Ratio
c. g;
.872 *9989
0. E» ' 
15.26 *9941
1*508 .9985 15.70 .9941
1*744 *9981 17.88 .9943
2.180 .9977 18*31 .9943
2.616 .9974 18.75 .9943
3.05 .9970 19.16 *9944
3*49 .9967 25.72 .9950
3.92 .9963 26.16 .9950
4*36 .9961 26.60 .9951
4.80 .9959 27.03 .9951
5.23 *9956 27*47 .9952
5.67 .9954 27.90 *9952
12*64 *9941 28.34 .9952
13.08 * .9941 28.78 .9953
13.52 * 9941 29.21 .9953
13.95 .9941 29.65 ♦ 9954
14.39 .9941 30.08 .9954






















**' ’ is* v*-. *5m
n *« yi?OvW
.29462
*§8908
i? *4fe
10.2% 15?4*jL#V
,96270 10*8
,97578 13*6
,96860 14*8
*96155
,95468
-*■ * *N*15.7
16*7
,94814 17*8
*94199 18,6
,93627 19.9
.93097 20.9
,92611 22*0.
.98168 23,0-
,81761 25.1
.91304 27,2
,91063 29.3
Ratio
,98087
* 00186
